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Aodh Buí Mac Cruitín’s poem in praise of the ship of
Ó Lochlainn of Burren
Beannaigh an Bárc (d’arthach Uí Lochlainn)

Beannaigh an bárc bláthshnoithe béalchumtha,
Beannaigh an áirc árrachtach éis-iomdha,
Beannaigh an sál shnaimhfeas, a Dhé Dhúilimh,
’s gach calaithe, an tráth thráchtfas, i bhféithchiúine.
Ciúin cothrom ceart do chroitheas gal na gaoithe a seol
‘s is dlúth torainnmhear do scoilteas sreabh na taoide i gcóir,
an bhrú bholgbhreac gan doichte ar dteacht na síne i dtreoir
’s ní fiú borb-bharc ar sonnadh slat a maíomh ’na deoidh.
’Na deidh is marbh na maranna is bríomhar béad
’s is bródach bagar a hanairte ag sníomh a téad,
an bhóchna ar Iasadh mar ghearras a cíle créacht
’s i meon a hanfa a fearaibh ag maíomh a héacht.
Is éachtach obann a sorthan saor chun siúil
’s is aerga bhogas a brollach, a taobh ’s a stiúir,
an bréideach borb do goradh le saoraibh iúil
’s cé fraochta a folcadh ní fochtar a céim ach ciúin.
AN CEANGAL
A Athair na ngrás thárrthaigh an t-ochtar do bhí
sealad san Áirc ábhail gur sochtadh an díl,
tabhair gach tráth, áilim, gan dochar gan díth
chun calaithe slán árthach Uí Lochlainn ’s a buíon.
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Bless The Boat

Bless the boat so brillant and prow-shapely,
Bless the ark so powerful and so stately,
Bless the sea she sails, O God Creator,
And every port she travels to in safety.
Calm, smooth and perfect the breath that moves its sail,
With compact sound it splits the current fair,
The speckled-bellied loose-limbed boat no matter what the weather,
Is not worth comparing with stronger boats, it is so steady.
In its wake dies the sea of strongest force
And proud the challenge of its sail tensing rope,
The sea aflame as keel cuts wound-like trough,
As in the midst of storm its crew her power shows off.
Mighty and sudden it runs so brave a course,
Airily moves its prow and side with force;
Its canvas rough by craftsmen so well made,
No fierce drenching stops its progress brave.
EPILOGUE
O God of Grace, who saved the eight who lived
So Long on Ark so great until the Flood did give,
Bring safely home each day, I beg, unharmed or lost
Ó Lochlainn’s boat and crew by storm winds tossed.

Translation by An Bráthair M.F. O’Conchúir.
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Welcome to the Third International Reunion
Welcome for Clan Members - 2010
A warm welcome to those who have travelled from other continents for their
first international reunion, and a particular welcome to those who are
participating in their second, while some are celebrating their third clan
reunion.
The inspiration for the 2010 reunion developed from MacCruitín’s poem on
the ÓLochlainn Boat.
The first international reunion took place during 1995.
Among the 1995 celebrations was the publication of the ÓLochlainn Boat
poem by Aodh Buí MacCruitín which was translated into english by Brother
M F ÓConchúir, friend and historian of the ÓLochlainn clan for the 1995
reunion.
The 2010 reunion witnesses the completion of a cycle, as John OLoughlin,
Cobb Island, Maryland, USA has set the 1995 translation to music, and will
perform his rendition of the boat poem during the reunion.
This booklet lists some features of boats and ships as they developed through
the ages, while also charting various maritime connections with the
ÓLochlainn clan.

Boats and Ships have played a central role throughout human history,
particularly by developing trading opportunities. They featured in the
location of new territories such as the legend of Brendan the Navigator
and the development of trading links during the Viking era, once the
Vikings had settled in the coastal towns of Dublin, Waterford and Limerick.
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Links with Irish Boats
The oldest known Irish boat is the Barna bog-boat which was discovered at
Barna to the west of Galway city during 2002 and was later dated to 5,500
years ago. An interesting feature of this discovery, demonstrates that Galway
Bay was merely an inland lake during those ancient times. The Broighter Boat
discovered in county Derry during the 19th century and now located at the
National Museum, Dublin is the earliest representation of an Irish Boat, during
the prehistoric Iron Age.
The Broighter Boat was crafted using gold, indicating the importance of boats
during the Irish Iron Age. However the greatest story connected with an Irish
boat journey is that of St. Brendan from county Kerry.

St. Brendan (486-578) - Brendan’s Creek, Kerry
St. Brendan known as Brendan - The Navigator,
departed from Brendan’s Creek, County Kerry.
The description of his journey, compiled much later in the text known as The
Navigatio - where he travelled to The Faroe Islands Iceland, Greenland and
met the Labrador currents.
The Navigatio legend has fascinated and inspired mariners down through the
ages, including Tim Severin.
Brendan’s trans-atlantic journey also illustrates the combined nature of boat
travel, during the 6th century, which displayed both sacred and secular features.
St. Brendan’s monks were imbued with a spiritual zeal, which sustained them
in their travails at sea.
Spiritual journeys known as Imram, were particular to Celtic Christianity.
The account of their journey through those turbulent seas of the north-atlantic
is depicted in The Navigatio - a 9th century telling of their story.
Brendan’s companions also acquired many practical navigation skills in
overcoming the various ordeals throughout their journey.
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Brendan Voyage Re-enacted – 1976 -77
The expedition of Tim Severin and his
crew during the summer months of 1976
and 1977 re-enacted the boat journey
accomplished by St. Brendan and his
companions during the sixth century.
He designed a similar boat to the one
which St. Brendan used, and it was
constructed using traditional materials
and in a similar fashion to Brendan’s
vessel, using some fifty sections of
tanned ox-hide. The ability of a tannedhide boat to withstand both the gale force
winds and ice chunks from the NorthAtlantic illustrates the endurance of this
traditional type vessel.
The story of Brendan’s voyage was later
set to music by Shaun Davey and this
orchestral music-piece is known as the Brendan Voyage.

Viking Seafarers –
Trading Skills
Navigation skills are also evident
through the fleets of ships
connected with the numerous
visits to Irish coastal sites from
Viking seafarers through the 8th
to the 11th centuries. Previous
history classes viewed the
Vikings as experts in pillage and
plunder, however they were also master mariners and advanced Irish trading
systems once they began to over-winter, settle and intermarry with the local
coastal populations of Dublin, Limerick, Waterford and Wexford. These
-3-

extensive trading links can be seen from the Kite
Brooch discovered at Waterford, while religious
integration can be seen on the west coast at
Limerick, where a Viking - Thurgesius became
bishop of Limerick c 1000 AD.
The discovery of the Kite Brooch (cloak fastener)
at Waterford and the recent discovery of a Vikingtype necklace within a cave in North Clare, provide
evidence that the Vikings had moved-on from
surprise coastal attacks and were now developing
trade with the local population.
This North Clare necklace shows local ÓLochlainns were trading goods with
Limerick Vikings before 1000 AD.

Grace OMalley’s visit to county Clare c 1570
The marine exploits of Grace OMalley c (1530-1603) Clare island, Clew Bay
are legendary. Her seafaring journeys along the western seaboard, demonstrate
both smuggling and trading skills. During her trail-blazing era Irish merchants
exported ox-hides and they received wine, spices in return from France,
Portugal and Spain, through the city ports of Galway and Limerick.
Grace or Gráinne Mhaol plundered an ÓLochlainn castle during one of her
expeditions to the Clare coast.
Her famous meetings with Elizabeth the first and Sir Henry Sidney showed
she had also perfected some diplomatic skills.
Grace certainly lived-up to the OMalley motto – Terra Marique Potens
(powerful on land and sea).
While the 16th and 17th centuries witnessed the development of trade with the
‘New World’ and the East Indies, the Summer of 1588 witnessed the clash of
two large naval forces with the arrival of the Spanish Armada off the English
coast.
Many of the Spanish ships which survived, later foundered off the west coast
of Ireland.
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The traumatic events of 1588 along the Clare coastline are captured in the
placename – Spanish Point, located close to Miltown Malbay. The Clare coast
witnessed the demise of a number of the returning Spanish fleet during the
ferocious storms, including the
San Estaban and the San Marcos.
A century later Mac Cruitín composed his poem on the ÓLochlainn Boat,
which inspired the hosting of the third international ÓLochlainn reunion.

OLoughlins, St. Kitts, The Caribbean – c 1750
An interesting feature of the OLoughlin contacts which were developed in
recent years was the discovery of the OLoughlins from St. Kitts in The
Caribbean.
St. Kitts is the short-name for St. Christopher Nevis, located within the
West Indies section of The Caribbean.
St. Kitts was famous during the 18th century for its production of sugar,
which caused England and France to go to war, to decide on who might
benefit from this lucrative trade and this sugar industry also attracted many
Europeans seeking their fortune.
Kim Squirrel (UK) sent Dorothy Henderson (USA) an OLoughlin article
from an Australian publication. Dorothy has undertaken the task of
researching and writing-up the story of OLoughlins from St. Kitts.
Dorothy’s mother – Agnes Ermyntrude OLoughlin was born on St. Kitts
and she received many of her OLoughlin stories through her aunt, Hilda
OLoughlin. She also discovered Muriel OLoughlin Dujon, who resided at
Mount Vernon, New York and gradually began to build a picture of her
OLoughlin ancestry.
Later Dorothy visited the St. Kitts archival records, where she was
supported by the archivist, Victoria OFlaherty who discovered OLoughlin
marriage certificates within the archival files of the Moravian Church at St.
Kitts.
One of the marriage records she discovered was that of Muriel OLoughlin
Dujon’s grandfather – Jeremiah.
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The information on Jeremiah’s marriage certificate confirmed that Kim and
Dorothy were OLoughlin cousins.
Dorothy and Kim have also promoted the use of DNA to help with their
research work. Dean (Kim’s brother) and Teddy OLoughlin (Dorothy’s
cousin) DNA samples proved a perfect match, providing evidence they were
both descended from clan members at St. Kitts.
She also discovered that Michael and Walter are common Christian names
within the various OLoughlin branches in St. Kitts.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the original OLoughlin arrived on St.
Kitts, by way of shipwreck on the local coastline c 1750. This information
was received from a returned Peace Corps worker who lived on St. Kitts
during the 1960’s.
It is appropriate that our celebration of the ÓLochlainn boat poem, also
coincides with the rediscovery of the ship-wrecked OLoughlins from the
island of St. Kitts.
Congratulations to Kim and Dorothy as they pursue their archival search to
ensure their OLoughlin family links are recorded and sustained through
their research activities.
This article was compiled from information presented by Dorothy Henderson, Westfield, New Jersey,
USA.
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A Century of Exploration 1700 - 1800
During 1766 as Terence OLoghlen was
publishing his book on The Marine
Volunteer, James Cook(1728-1779) was
about to embark on the first of his three
expeditions from 1768 – 1771.
There were other famous explorers prior to
Captain Cook, but his three journeys added
much to the scientific knowledge of the
various islands he discovered, and his
charting skills were invaluable to later
expeditions.
James Cook was born at a two-roomed
cottage in Yorkshire. His father was a Scots
labourer and his mother from Yorkshire.
He learned his navigation skills through
working on ships called Whitby Colliers,
which transported coal to the city of London
and he also participated in various journeys to the Baltic Sea.
His career took a dramatic change, when he volunteered for the Royal Navy
during 1755.
He developed his navigational skills by charting the seas around
Newfoundland and he also perfected the chart of the St. Lawrence River,
before embarking on the first of his expeditions during 1768 on the converted
Whitby Collier, renamed The Endeavour.
From 1768 to 1771 Cook discovered and charted New Zealand and the east
coast of Australia.
Two further extensive voyages from 1772-1775 and again from1776-1780
added further discoveries within the Pacific region.
Cook named his first landing-bay in Australia –Botany Bay, reflecting the
quality of the new species which were discovered and listed by his scientific
companions.
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A listing of some of his discoveries illustrate his many seafaring skills
- Eastern Australia
- New Zealand –charted the South Island
- Many Pacific Islands – eg Tahiti, Cook Islands
- Charted the St. Lawrence River
- Circumnavigated Antartica

An Australian replica of
Cook’s ship - The
Endeavour was built at
Freemantle between 1988
and 1994.

Boston Tea Party – 1773 (American Independence)
Although the American desire for independence focused on many land and
sea battles, it began with the episode known as
the Boston Tea Party.
Samuel Adams led some colonists –The Sons of
Liberty, and disguised as Mohawk Indians,
emptied some 350 crates of tea from British
cargo ships into the waters of Boston harbour.
This protest against excessive English taxes
sparked the American War of Independence
during 1776. A famous ship linked to the
American wars of Independence -The
Constitution (Old Ironsides) is today still berthed
at Boston harbour.
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The Constitution was built in 1797 to help defend the eastern coast of the USA
and it played a significant role in the naval war of 1812 with England.

French Fleet off the West Coast - 1798
Fear of an invasion on the west coast of Ireland from Napoleon’s navy, led to
the building of a number of Martello Towers by the English navy to repel the
predicted invasion of French ships.
A small French Fleet arrived at Kilcummin Bay, North Mayo during August
1798. The Franco-Irish army proceeded to Ballina and then to Castlebar,
where the Republic of Connacht was proclaimed.
This Republic of Connacht was concluded with the Battle of Ballinamuck,
County Longford – September 1798.
The reunion’s coastal tour will visit one of those Martello Towers at Finavarra,
New Quay, which guards the entrance to Galway Bay, with Black Head
Lighthouse and the Aran Islands in the distance.
The arrival of the French fleet, the installation of coast-guard stations and the
1801 Act of Union illustrate the vulnerability of the English empire to an
invasion from it’s back door - the island of Ireland.
Martello Towers were built to forewarn of a naval attack and they were located
so that they could interact with each other, if they sensed the arrival of an
enemy fleet. Two such towers were installed on the southern shore of Galway
Bay, one at Aughinish and a second at Finavarra, guarding the entrance to the
bay.

Aughinish Martello Tower – Galway Bay
Acknowledgement Clare Library
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Famine Era – Traumatic Months of 1847
The steady improvement of communications during the 1830’s, illustrated by
the arrival of Bianconi Cars and together with the beginning of a postal service
in the early 1840’s, were all overshadowed by the calamity of the 1847 potato
famine which had repercussions far beyond the actual potato failure.
Two particular ships which ferried famine emigrants to Canada and the USA
being the Dunbrody and the
Jeanie Johnston.
To commemorate the 1847- 1850 period those two ships were rebuilt from
their original designs.
The Jeanie Johnston, rebuilt at Blennerville, Tralee, County Kerry sailed to
the east coast ports of Canada and the USA during the summer of 2003 and
its visit to an island on the St. Lawrence sea-way at Grosse Isle became a very
emotional one, as Grosse Isle depicts some of the most traumatic aspects of
the 1847 period. Grosse Isle was a witness to this quarantine station and also
to the compassion of those Canadians who befriended despairing Irish
emigrants, by welcoming them to their homes.
A letter from the Catholic archbishop of Quebec to the Irish bishops captures
those traumatic times during the summer of 1847.
CIRCULAR LETTER TO THE ARCHBISHOPS AND BISHOPS OF IRELAND

Quebec, the 9th June 1847.
Emigration to Canada-Letter from the Archbishop of Quebec
"The following important letter relative to the prospects and condition of poor Irish
emigrants arriving in Canada has been addressed by his Grace the Catholic
Archbishop of Quebec, to the Catholic Archbishops and Bishops of Ireland. We deeply
regret to find that so many of our unfortunate countrymen have fallen victim to disease
and want. They fled from Ireland to escape those foul destroyers: but alas! they were
inadequately provided with the means to make a healthy or comfortable voyage, or
to locate themselves in their adopted country, so as to be able to reap the reward of
their toil and industry:--"

_____________________________________________________________
Archbishop Signay’s letter, dated 9th June 1847, informed the Irish bishops of the dire situation at Grosse
Isle (Quarantine Bay) and he asked them to dissuade their Catholic people from emigrating, in such large
numbers to his archdiocese of Quebec.
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The Dunbrody – Positive Features of Ship Journeys
Moving from the despair associated with Grosse Isle (Quebec) during 1847,
to some 140 years later, when the rebuilding of a famine ship ushered in some
positive features of Irish emigration.
During 1988 the John F Kennedy Trust was formed from an idea developed
by Irish broadcaster, Michael Ryan.
Over time the notion of a heritage ship, incorporating a floating heritage
centre, emerged and work began when a project manager was appointed
during 1992.
The concept was further developed through focusing on the positive aspects
of emigration and the achievements of those who had emigrated over the
centuries.
Historian, Kevin Whelan captured this positive notion, when he suggested that
ships such as the Dunbrody could be seen as cradles of opportunity, rather
than being viewed merely as ‘coffin ships’.
From 1992 to 2000 some one hundred and fifty people participated on the
construction of The Dunbrody.
Running parallel with the construction of
a replica of The Dunbrody was a further
task – the compiling of a Database of
Emigrants. This resource contains over 2.5
million records compiled from records at
Ellis Island, New York harbour. President
Mary Robinson launched this database by
inputting the first records during 1992.
The original Dunbrody was built during
1845 in Quebec by an Irish ship-builder,
Thomas Hamilton Oliver, for the New
Ross (County Wexford) merchant William
Graves.
Following her six months construction she
was pressed into service for transatlantic
journeys carrying some 175 passengers
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who paid £3.00 per head to the captain to complete the Atlantic crossing.
Both the Dunbrody and the Jeanie Johnston were acclaimed, as they were
never known to have lost a
passenger during their many
journeys across the north
Atlantic. However their record
was unique considering the
losses which were recorded on
those trans-atlantic journeys.

Jeanie Johnston

OLoghlin Brothers –
Glendine, County Clare -1849
Three OLoghlin brothers sailed to the USA during 1849.
The 1849 diaries of these three brothers – Bryan Fergus, Donough (Dennis),
and Terrence who sailed from the port of Limerick city on 15th September
1849 illustrates how difficult that journey could be, as they neared the east
coast of the USA.
Their ship – The Montreal eventually docked at New York on 15th October
1849 and today their descendants live in the mid-western states of the USA.
An emigrant ship departed Galway city during that summer of 1849, with
passengers from counties Clare and Galway, encountered that same storm
which The Montreal experienced. The Brig St. John foundered off the coast
of Boston, USA during October 1849, with the loss of many passengers from
counties Clare and Galway.
The sinking of the Brig St. John is recorded in a recent publication by Willie
Henry (2009).
Details of the Brig are also available through the website of the Clare Library
– www.clarelibrary.ie
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Cobh (Queenstown), Harbour – Cork
Sea-Ports such as San Francisco, Rotterdam, Sydney may claim to be the
finest natural harbours.
For those with Irish ancestors the port of Cobh (formerly Queenstown) has a
particular emotional niche, as many of their ancestors departed from Cobh on
their diverse journeys.
Some three million people departed from Cobh between 1848 and 1958.
Among those three million were the passengers of the Titanic who departed
Cobh on 11th April 1912. One hundred and twenty three passengers boarded
the Titanic at Cobh. One of those passengers, Andy Keane carried a melodeon,
twelve hurleys and one county Galway hurling medal, which he won during
1911 with his Derrydonnell club. Andy was not among the list of survivors.
Cobh is also linked to the destinations of Irish emigrants.
Many emigrants went from Cobh to Liverpool on their route to Ellis Island,
Grosse Isle, Geelong and Sydney.

Some Developments on Land and Sea – 19th Century
While the traumas of the Great Famine continued long after that particular
potato blight, the political agitation of Michael Davitt, and Charles Stewart
Parnell towards the end of the 19th century, led to various land reform Acts
from the British Parliament, which signalled the end of the landlord system.
Further maritime safety precautions were adopted and an increase in the
number of lifeboat stations along the Irish coast and safer harbours, such as
those built on Galway Bay by Scottish engineer, Alexander Nimmo (17831832).
Towards the end of the 1800’s Galway Bay witnessed an increase in traffic due
to developments within Antiquarian societies.
These societies promoted archaeological visits to the Aran Islands and the
Burren. Boats such as The Citie of the Tribes provided access for these
societies, as their members participated in excursions through the Galway Bay
area.
The transport of turf from Connemara to the southern coastal villages of
Galway Bay is captured in the ballad of Francis Fahy – The Queen of
Connemara.
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Galway Harbour Commissioners - 1891

Acknowledgement Eamonn OLoghlen

The pilot’s license issued by Joseph Burbidge - Harbour Master, witnessed by
Robert Stephens on behalf of Galway Harbour Commissioners, to Edward
OLoughlin (OLoghlen) during 7th July 1891, provides evidence of the increased
traffic through Galway Bay.

Maritime Stories – 20th Century
Sea Rescue off the Clare Coast - 1907
The Irish Section of the Royal National Lifeboat Institution began at Arklow,
County Wicklow during 1824 and many seafarers have welcomed the
voluntary contributions towards the RNLI, as it is a self-financing
organisation.
One of the most famous rescues along the west coast occurred during 1907,
when a French ship, The Leon ran aground during a storm near the Clare
village of Quilty.
Fishermen from Quilty rescued thirteen men from the raging seas and an
English frigate from Cobh – saved the remaining sailors. Following the rescue
a new church was built in the village of Quilty and the ship’s bell from The
Leon was installed in the sanctuary of the new church.
The feat of the Quilty fisherman is most remarkable, as the local coastguard had
attempted a rescue, but their boat turned upside-down, while the vessels used by
the fishermen were the local currachs which enabled them to complete the rescue
of those French sailors from the dangerous reefs off the village of Quilty.
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During the 20th century ships such as The Dúras, The Dún Aonghus and
Galway Bay continued to serve the needs of those coastal villages nestled
along the shores of Galway Bay and the Aran Islands.

William Francis Norman OLoughlin (1848 – 1912)
Moving from Galway Bay to Belfast Lough at the beginning of the 20th
century sees the Cunard Line and the White Star Line shipping companies
competing with each other for control of the large liner traffic which had
developed across the Atlantic.
The building of The Olympic and The Titanic at the Belfast shipyards of
Harland and Wolff illustrates this rivalry, as shipping companies built everlarger ships.
William Francis OLoughlin was chief medical officer on board The Olympic
for the later part of his medical career.
He was transferred to The Titanic for his final voyage before retirement,
following some forty years of medical care to both seamen and ship
passengers.
William Francis went down with some 1500 passengers and crew when The
Titanic collided with an iceberg, off the coast of Labrador/Newfoundland on
the 15th April 1912.

The Olympic - sister ship of The Titanic
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1848 - 1912

Dr. William F. Norman OLoughlin
This emergency ward bears his name.
For forty years a faithful surgeon in the Atlantic service he was lost in The
Titanic April 15, 1912 of rare intelligence and with a sparkling humor his
smiling face carried cheer and sunshine everywhere.
He won the affection of all and especially of the poor and humble by his
unfailing kindness and sympathy.
During many years the sick from his ship were received at this hospital. In its
holy and beneficent work he had the keenest interest, holding the good sisters
in grateful respect and reverence.

_____________________________________________________________
This memorial plaque to William Francis OLoughlin was erected at St.
Vincent’s Hospital, NewYork, U S A
Ack. Damon Feinberg, Reading, Pennsylvania, U S A
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South Australian Visit to County Clare – May 1913
Laurence OLoughlin travelled from South Australia to add his support
towards the achievement of ‘Home Rule for Ireland’. The South Australian
delegation was warmly received by Cork Corporation. Later Laurence and his
wife Frances went to his ancestral county of Clare, where he was greeted with
an official reception outside Carmody’s Hotel (Queen’s Hotel).

Laurence’s father, Cornelius and his brother John departed Queenstown
(Cobh) for Australia on board The Thetis during November 1841.
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Galway City - Newfoundland Links - 1917
Newfoundland has had a long association with Ireland.
During the 17th century many Irish fishermen ventured there as it was the home
of rich fishing grounds.
The gaelic name for Newfoundland - Talamh an Éisc (Land of Fish) captures
the suggestion of rich fishing grounds off the Banks of Labrador.
During 1865 a trans-atlantic cable was finally completed between Valentia
Island off the Kerry coast and Newfoundland. This cable-link began the
processing of telegraph messages across the Atlantic from 1866 onwards,
when the American Civil War had ended.
Brunel’s famous ship – The Great Eastern was chosen to lay the 2,500 miles
of cable across the Atlantic.
These plans were debated in the UK, Ireland and Newfoundland.
The arrival of Shannon airport some twenty years later signalled the end of
various proposals, to link Galway city with Newfoundland.

Galway Bay as a Trans-Atlantic Port A Select Parliamentary Committee on Harbour Accommodation chose
Galway as the best possible location for a new harbour on the west coast
linking Newfoundland and Galway City.
Their statement says: ‘Great national advantage of Galway Bay on account of the shelter
afforded by the Aran Islands; unanimous opinion of both naval and
mercantile officers that Galway Bay is the most suitable site for a great
national harbour’.

Proposal No. (4)
Sea Passage
Liverpool to New York .............................6.0 Days
Galway to Halifax .................................3.5 Days
Galway to Newfoundland.....................2.75 Days
- 18 -

Seaplanes - Time of Transition - (1939-1947)
The first non-stop Atlantic flight from Newfoundland to a bog in Connemara,
outside the town of Clifden by Alcock and Brown during 1919 ushered in a
new era, while it also signalled the end of passenger journeys by ship across
the Atlantic.
There was a transition period from 1939 to 1945, when Foynes on the river
Shannon was the eastern location for transatlantic flying-boat journeys.
Foynes became critically important during the course of the second world war,
when Ireland’s ‘neutrality’ allowed it to function without hindrance.
Improved aeroplane design during the duration of the second world war,
ensured seaplanes had a short lifespan.
The final flights from Foynes occurred during 1947, which allowed for the
development of trans-atlantic flights through Shannon airport.

Galway Bay; Decline and Revival (1940 – 2010)
As Shannon airport began to develop following the World War 11, the need
for ship transport became less and the arrival of delivery trucks signalled the
end of transport across Galway Bay.
Richard Murphy captures the decline of sea transport on Galway Bay through
his 1960 poem – The Last Galway Hooker – The Ave Maria was the last boat
built at The Claddagh, Galway city during 1922.
The work of the Galway Hookers was now being transferred to modern trawler
boats.
During the latter years of the 1970’s, interest in rebuilding and restoring the
traditional work boats of Galway Bay developed, as witnessed by festivals
such as the gathering of the boats at Kinvara (Cruinniú na mBád).
This festival continues to the present and is celebrated during the month of
August, when traditional boats travel from Connemara on the north coast to
Kinvara on the southern section of the bay.
Galway Bay has also witnessed some modern yacht racing, with one of the
final legs of the Volvo race taking place there during June 2009. It included
an Irish entry – The Green Dragon.The success of this event ensured that
- 19 -

Galway Bay will also witness the final leg of the Volvo Ocean race scheduled
for the summer of 2012.
Galway Bay - A necklace of coastal villages
The coastal villages of Galway Bay and the Aran Islands developed their own
unique trading systems. Turf and fish were ferried from Galway to The Aran
Islands and County Clare.
Occasionally, hidden beneath the sods of turf fuel were illegal kegs of poteen
which together with the heat provided by the turf, also provided the residents
of Galway Bay with warmth during the long winter months.
One of the traditional ceremonies on Galway Bay which continues to the
present day is the annual - Blessing of the Boats - outside The Claddagh, close
to Galway City.
With the background of the Burren Hills, boats from the Claddagh form a
circle on the water during a Sunday in the month of August and a white-robed
Dominican priest from the church of St. Mary requests Mary, The Star of the
Sea, to intercede for her children.
‘When you are tossed about among the storms and tempests of life, look to
the star, call upon Mary’
The ‘Magnificat’ is sung and the surrounding sea is sprinkled with holy water.
A Sign of the Cross is made over the water. Boats and their fishing equipment
are blessed for the labours of the year ahead.

Clare Coast and Galway Bay
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Corcomroe Abbey – Kilfenora Cathedral
These two ancient ecclesiastic sites represent a millennium of links to the
clan’s religious roots.
Corcomroe represents the monastic features, while Kilfenora represents the
diocesan aspects.
Kilfenora, also known as the City of the Crosses, became a diocese at the
Church Synod held at Kells, county Meath, during 1152 AD.
The Doorty Cross and the Tau Cross provide excellent examples of crosses,
which performed the role of present-day bible stories during the early
medieval period, when Kilfenora Cathedral was the centre of a vibrant
religious culture.
The article by Katharine Lochnan on the
Corcomroe Ship Graffito published in The Other
Clare -2010 shows how these religious structures
continue to resonate during present-times, while the
recent refurbishment of the chancel roof at
Corcomroe and the erosion protection provided to
the Crosses at Kilfenora, contribute to the ongoing
preservation of these two beacons which are rooted Acknowledgement Etienne Rynne
in the religious worship of our clan. They were built
through using the ship as design, since the main section of each building has
a central nave.
The term nave derives from the latin term navus (ship).

Ocean Races – Sydney to Hobart – 26th December
While the America’s Cup and Volvo Ocean Race receive much publicity every
couple of years, another serious test of navigation skill is provided by the
Sydney to Hobart Yacht Race which begins annually on 26th December.
As many work-off the Christmas dinner, this begins at Sydney Harbour and
heads for Hobart in Tasmania, the former Van Diemen’s Land.
This race excels in race communications and sea safety, maintaining the
highest standards in yacht construction, rigging and stability for ocean racing
yachts.
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ARC Europe Rally - 2007 and Beaver Island
The Bonadeo (OLoughlin) family reside at Beaver Island on Lake Michigan,
USA. A sister of Suzanne Bonadeo, Lisa Borre sailed on the yacht - Gyatso
during 2007 with her husband David Barker. They crossed the Atlantic by
way of Bermuda, The Azores and finally Portugal.
Lisa recorded her trans-atlantic experience during 2007 in her log-diary.

Latitude, Longitude and Map Developments
Sea journeys were risky adventures before the arrival of maps and charts,
while further advances were achieved through the development of Latitude
and Longitude.
Latitude was a device designed to indicate distance from the equator, with 0.0
representing the equator and 90.0 degrees representing either the north or
south poles.
Gerardus Mercator (1512-1594) developed the concept of Latitude by using
more realistic map projections, and through his copper engraving skills.
The calculation of Longitude at sea was not solved until John Harrison, a
carpenter from Lincolnshire, England constructed a number of chronometers.
Captain Cook (1728-1779) took one of Harrison’s chronometers on his
second Pacific voyage. When returning to Plymouth in 1775, this chronometer
proved it’s accuracy to within eight miles, following Cook’s three year voyage
around the globe.

OLoughlin reunions – Adelaide / Melbourne
The century following the 1847 potato famine witnessed a continuous flow
of emigration from Ireland to various parts of the globe. Some of those who
emigrated decided it was better to leave aside the memories of their ancestral
home, to allow for complete integration into their adopted countries. Other
emigrants continued to develop various links, some through clan reunions,
such as those at Adelaide and Melbourne.
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Sydney Opera House
with the Endeavour

Friday 1st October 2010
2.00pm

Traditional Presentations – Brown Bread

3.00pm

Hurling (Gaelic Game) – Demonstration & Participation

4.30pm

Reunion Registration & Reception at the village hall

7.00pm

Introduction / Reunion Launch
Galway Bay – Brian Sheridan, Harbour Master
The Sea as Potential Resource - Current Views
Peter Heffernan – Marine Science Institute, Galway Bay

Saturday 2nd October 2010
10.00am

Outline of the Day’s Events

10.10am

Living on the edge of the ocean:
Perceptions of western Ireland in medieval maps
Thomas OLoughlin, Nottingham, England

11.00am

Coffee / Tea

11.30am

Medieval Boats; Sacred and Secular Aspects
Corcomroe Ship Graffito – Katharine Lochnan, Toronto

12.15pm

The Working Boats of Galway Bay - Coilín Hernon,
Galway

1.00pm

Tour of ÓLochlainn habitation sites and coastal Galway
Bay

3.30pm

Visit to Linnane’s seafood pub at New Quay

7.00pm

Reunion Meal

9.30pm

ÓLochlainn Boat Poem – John OLoughlin, Maryland,
USA

Sunday 3rd October 2010
10.00am

Identifying the 16th Century Law School of the ODaverons
at Cathair Mhic Neachtain - Elizabeth Fitzpatrick, Galway

11.00am

ÓLochlainn Exhibition / Arts & Crafts - Coffee / Tea

11.30am

Elizabeth Fitzpatrick – Medieval cultural landscapes

11.30am

ÓLochlainn Heraldry - Discussion

12.15am

Future role of Annual Custodial Rotation - ACR
Future Plans - Election of Core Committee

1.30pm

ÓLochlainn Boat Poem – John OLoughlin, Maryland, USA
Celebration Service - Past and Present Clan Members

James Griffin’s
Ennistymon Pub

Famine Memorial Ship at
Croagh Patrick

The OLoughlins of Adelaide, South Australia celebrated their first reunion
during 1977 and continue to celebrate their ÓLochlainn heritage through to
their most recent reunion of 2007.
Anne Roberts poem captures the indomitable spirit associated with those
ÓLochlainns who journeyed to other shores, but who wished to ensure their
origins were recorded.

The OLoughlins
From our forebearars much have we gained
Though for some our names have changed
But I defend with all my might
The claim I made last night
Once an OLoughlin always an OLoughlin
Well that is what I’ve heard since I was young’n
List all our descendants – this was a great ask
Our first book was a huge task
Letters went to and fro
Are these facts correct or no
We did our best and despite the odd mistake
The result was absolutely great
Our first reunion was in 1977
Then we gathered again in 1987
Another ten years we met once more
However my rhyme is not so free
For now it is only 2003
Thanks to all for coming along
Joining in the happy throng
So at the end of the day
There is not much more to say
Now our hope for the future
Is in the youth we nurture
Their challenge will be
To continue reunions and up-date the tree

Anne Roberts, Margaret Billing, Catherine Henningsen and Frances
OLoughlin organised the Adelaide reunion, celebrated during March 2007.
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Brian OLoughlin, Melbourne - Victoria
The OLoughlins from the state of Victoria, Australia have celebrated their
heritage since 1981, with their most recent reunion at Dunnstown, outside
Ballarat during March 2007. Their reunion was organised through the
dedicated work of Brian and Lyn OLoughlin.

Celebrating the Sea through Poems and Songs
While this reunion celebrates the poem on the ÓLochlainn Boat, other poets,
both local and international have captured various aspects of boats and the
power of the sea to imprint on the imagination.
Poems and songs by Moya Cannon, Lucille Clifton, Arthur Colohan, Francis
Fahy, Seamus Heaney, John Masefield and James Stephens capture some of
the fascination associated with ships and the sea, both locally and globally.
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Galway Bay – Arthur Colohan (1884-1952)
If maybe someday I’ll go back to Ireland,
Be it only at the closing of my day,
To see again the moonlight over Claddagh,
And watch the sun go down on Galway Bay.
To see again the ripple of a trout stream,
The women in the meadows baling hay,
Just to sit beside a turf fire in a cabin,
And watch the barefoot garsúns at their play.
The winds that blow across the bogs from Ireland
Are perfumed by the heather as they blow
And the women in the uplands digging praties
Speak a language that the English do not know.
And yet they come to try and teach us their way.
They blame us just for being what we are.
But they might as well go try and catch a moonbeam,
Or light a penny candle from a star.
And if there’s going to be a life hereafter,
And somehow I feel sure there’s going to be,
I will ask my God to let me make my heaven,
In that dear land across the Irish Sea.
Arthur was born at Enniskillen, County Fermanagh.
He studied medicine at Galway city and later
practised at Leicester in England. He is said to
have composed his version of Galway Bay
following the death of his brother.
The year following Arthur’s death, Bing
Crosby’s version of Arthur’s composition topped
the musical charts in the USA.
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Galway Bay – Francis Fahy (1854-1935)
It’s far away I am today
From scenes I roamed a boy
And long ago the hour, I know
I first saw Illinois
But Time not Tide, not waters wide,
Can wean my heart away
For ever true it flies to you
My own dear Galway bay
A prouder man I’d walk the lad
In health and peace of mind,
If I might toil and strive and moil,
Nor cast one thought behind;
But what would be the world to me,
Its rank and rich array,
If memory I lost of thee,
My poor old Galway Bay.
Oh, grey and bleak, by shore and creek,
The rugged rocks abound,
But sweeter green the grass between
Than grows on Irish ground.
So friendship fond, all wealth beyond,
And love that lives away,
Bless each poor home beside your foam,
My dear old Galway Bay.
Had I youth’s blood and hopeful mood
And heart of fire once more,
For all the gold the earth might hold,
I’d never quit your shore;
I’d live content whate’er God sent,
With neighbours old and grey,
And lay my bones ‘neath churchyard stones,
Beside you, Galway Bay.
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The blessing of a poor old man
Be with you night and day,
The blessings of a lonely man
Whose heart will soon be clay.
‘Tis all the heaven I’d ask of God
Upon my dying day –
My soul to soar for evermore
Above you, Galway Bay.

The Queen of Connemara – Francis Fahy (1854-1935)
O! My boat can safely float in the teeth of wind and weather
And outrace the fast hooker between Galway and Kinsale;
When the black floor of the ocean and the white foam rush together
High she rides, in her pride, like the seagull through the gale
O! she’s neat, oh she’s sweet, she’s a beauty every line!
The Queen of Connemara is that bounding bark of mine.
When she’s loaded down with fish till the water lips the gunwhale
Not a drop she’ll take on board her, that would wash a fly away;
From the fleet she’ll slip out swiftly like a greyhound from her kennel
And she lands her silver store the first on old Kinvara quay
O! she’s neat, oh she’s sweet, she’s a beauty every line!
The Queen of Connemara is that bounding bark of mine.
There’s a light shine out afar and it keeps us from dismaying,
When the skies are ink above us and the sea runs white with foam;
In a cot in Connemara, there’s a wife and wee one praying
To the one who walked the waters once, to bring us safely home
O! she’s neat, oh she’s sweet, she’s a beauty every line!
The Queen of Connemara is that bounding bark of mine.
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Francis was born at the coastal town of Kinvara, county Galway. His father,
Thomas, was a native of the Burren, County Clare and his mother, Celia
Marlborough was native to the town of Gort. Francis and his family all
emigrated to Clapham, London City, where Francis became immersed in
various gaelic societies, becoming president of the London branch of the
Gaelic League until 1908.
A commemorative plaque was erected to Francis at the village of Kinvara,
County Galway during 1967.

Francis A. Fahy
1854-1935
Poet, Writer, Life-Long Worker in the
Irish Cause was born in this house –
September 29th 1854.

Turf Boats – Moya Cannon
Galway City
Black Hookers at anchor
Shining sea cattle;
Rough trees for masts
Rooted in salt water;
Built, not for slaughter,
But for life-giving traffic.

Wide ribs of oak,
A human heart filled you
as you sailed out of Carna.
You came into Kilronan,
Two sods went flying,
You carried fire to the islands,
Lime to Connemara.
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Hollow boats at the Claddagh,
Hearts that beat in you
Lie in granite-walled graveyards
From Leitirmullen to Barna,
Finished with hardship,
The unloading of cargo,
The moody Atlantic
That entered the marrow,
And bright days off Ceann Bóirne,
When wind struck the brown sails
And Ithaca was Carna.

Moya Cannon grew up at Dunfanaghy on the County Donegal coast and
now resides in Galway City.

Postscript – Seamus Heaney - Derry
And sometime make the time to drive out west
Into county Clare, along the Flaggy Shore
In September or October, when the wind
and the light are working off each other
so that the ocean on one side is wild
with foam and glitter, and inland among stones
the surface of a slate-grey lake is lit
by the earthed lightning of a flock of swans.
Their feathers roughed and ruffling, white on white,
Their fully-grown headstrong-looking heads
Tucked or cresting or busy underwater
Useless to think you’ll park and capture it
More thoroughly - You are neither here nor there,
A hurry through which known and strange things pass
As big soft buffetings come at the car sideways
And catch the heart off-guard and blow it open
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Seamus Heaney, a native of county Derry, received the Nobel Prize for
Literature during 1995.
The Flaggy Shore is located on the southern shores of Galway Bay, close to
the village of New Quay.

Sea Fever –
I must go down to the seas again,
To the lonely sea and the sky,
And all I want is a tall ship
And a star to steer her by,
And the wheel’s kick and the wind’s song
And the white sail’s shaking,
And a grey mist on the sea’s face
And a grey dawn breaking.
I must go down to the seas again,
For the call of the running tide
Is a wild call and a clear call
That may not be denied;
And all I ask is a windy day
With the white clouds flying,
And the flung spray and the blown spume,
And the sea-gulls crying.
I must go down to the seas again
To the vagrant gypsy life,
To the gull’s way and the whale’s way
Where the wind’s like a whetted knife;
And all I ask is a merry yarn
From a laughing fellow rover,
And a quiet sleep and a sweet dream
When the long trick’s over.
John Masefield was poet laureate of England from 1930 until his death in 1967.

John Masefield (1878 – 1967)
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The Shell – James Stephens (1882 – 1950)
And then I pressed the shell
Close to my ear
And listened well,
And straightway like a bell
Came low and clear
The slow, sad murmur of the distant seas,
Whipped by an icy breeze
Upon a shore
Wind-swept and desolate.
It was a sunless strand that never bore
The footprint of a man,
Nor felt the weight
Since time began
Of any human quality or stir
Save what the dreary winds and waves incur.
And in the hush of waters was the sound
Of pebbles rolling around,
For ever rolling with a hollow sound.
And bubbling sea-weeds as the waters go
Swish to and fro
Their long, cold tentacles of slimy grey.
There was no day,
Nor ever came a night
Setting the stars alight
To wonder at the moon:
Was twilight only and the frightened croon,
Smitten to whimpers, of the dreary wind
And waves that journeyed blindAnd then I loosed my ear - O, it was sweet
To hear a cart go down the street.
James Stephens - Irish poet and fiction writer.
One of the leading figures of the Irish Literary Revival, he made extensive
use of Irish legend and folklore in his fiction writings.
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Blessing The Boats – Lucille Clifton (1936-2010)
May the tide
That is entering even now
The lip of our understanding
Carry you out
Beyond the face of fear
May you kiss
The wind then turn from it
certain that it will
love your back
may you open your eyes to water
water waving forever
and may you in your innocence
sail through this to that

The Blessing of the Fleet Logo

Lucille Clifton - New York Poet

Galway Bay Graveslab

Graveslab at Drumacoo Cemetery - Galway Bay
Acknowledgement Tír Eolas Publications
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Contributors - The Reunion of 2010
John OLoughlin – Maryland - USA
John lives on Cobb Island, Maryland, USA with his wife Marcia.
He received his first musical instrument, a tin whistle in 1972, after hearing a
recording of the Irish music group known as The Chieftains.
John’s musical traditions include Irish, Appalachian, Country, Rock, and
World Music. He loves learning new instruments and discovering new
traditions from around the world. A classically trained trombonist, he also
plays flugelhorn, tin whistle, recorder, piano, guitar, mandolin, Basque Txistu,
Bandurria, fife, fiddle and hand percussion. John has acquired his own Irish
band –
‘The Blarney Stones’.

ÓLochlainn’s Boat – Poem and Tune
The tune for this song came to John following the ÓLochlainn Clan Reunion
in 1995, when he studied the english translation provided by Brother M F
ÓConchúir.
During his 2006 honeymoon with Marcia in Galway city, John picked out the
tune from the rhythm of the boat poem on a piano provided by the Ardilaun
Hotel.
He is indebted to Clare musician, Micho Russell and he has dedicated his four
verses of the boat poem to the memory of the ÓLochlainn clan’s great friend
and historian, An Bráthair M. F. ÓConchúir.

Brian Sheridan – Galway City Harbour
Brian is harbour-master at Galway Harbour.
He was very involved in the plans for the 2009 Volvo ocean race. He is
currently planning for the arrival of the Volvo yachts during June 2012.

Peter Heffernan – Oranmore – Galway Bay
Peter was appointed head of the Marine Institute of Ireland during 1993 and
he has built that organisation into a world-class research centre. He represents
the progressive nature of sea research which has accomplished much since its
inception.
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During 2007 his institute launched
Sea Change: A marine knowledge, research & innovation strategy for Ireland
2007 – 2013.
Sea Change aims to transform Ireland’s marine industries from their
traditional focus on fish and shipping into a diverse and high value sector,
through the development of a wide range of new products and services.
Sea Change represents a pivotal chapter in the ongoing story of the Marine
Institute and its efforts to establish Ireland as a thriving maritime economy
that functions in harmony with the ecosystem.
The research boats connected with Peter’s organisation, The Celtic Explorer
and The Celtic Voyager are based at Galway Harbour.

Thomas OLoughlin – Nottingham – England
Tom is head of historical theology at the department of theology and religious
studies at Nottingham University, England. He previously worked at the
university of Wales.
He has a particular interest in the history of cartography and the role maps
played during Irish medieval times.
He generously contributed some of his many publications to our exhibition
for the 2005 reunion, held at Ennistymon Public Library.
His numerous publications include works on Celtic spirituality, Insular History
– Britain and Ireland before 1200 AD and articles on the Life of St. Patrick.
Tom received a Doctor of Divinity during July 2010 for his works in the field
of medieval theology.
His ancestors hail from Martry, Ennistymon and he is a cousin of Cathleen
Connole and Mort OLoughlin, Glenfort, Ballyvaughan.

Katharine Lochnan – Toronto – Canada
Katharine was born in Ottawa, raised in London, and lives in Toronto.
She is an art historian and curator at the art Gallery of Ontario, where she is
custodian of prints and drawings.
Her thesis at the Courtauld Institute, London – 1982 was the basis for her
book on The Etchings of James McNeill Whistler (Yale, 1984).
Her exhibition work has taken her to London, Paris and various parts of the
Art World and she is presently compiling a book on the Blackwood
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Exhibition, which illustrates the geological links between Newfoundland and
the west of Ireland.
She arrived in Ballyvaughan during the launch of the 2005 reunion and has
since been immersed in Burren archaeology and Celtic Studies.
During July 2010, she published an article on the Corcomroe ship graffito in
The Other Clare journal.
This article will also be the title of her presentation at the October reunion.
Katharine is also contributing to our exhibition through her listing of
illustrated options associated with clan heraldry.
Her father Carl Joseph Lochnan, was descended from Simon Lochnan
(Laughnane, Loughnane), who emigrated from Clonmel, South Tipperary to
the Ottawa Valley during 1834.

Coilín Hernon – Móinín na gCiseach, Galway City
Coilín is deputy principal of Galway Community College at Móinín na
gCiseach, Galway City.
He has had an interest in the many stories and history associated with the
journeys made by the wooden working boats of Galway Bay for many years.

Pam Vaughan – Galway City (Mildura, Australia)
Pam attended the 2005 reunion and has also participated in her Australian
family reunions with her sister, Janine and her father, John. Pam presented an
item on Eileen ‘Topsy’ Jones during the 2005 reunion.
She has been immersed in Burren and Irish Archaeology since 2007 and is
looking forward to presenting medieval ÓLochlainn habitation sites during
our bus tour.

Richard ODonohue – Gleninagh - Ballyvaughan
Richard performed a variety of tasks at the 2005 reunion, including
photographer and bus tour guide.
This time round he is also our designated photographer and coastal bus tour
guide for October 2010.
Richard has continued his family tradition, by building and launching his own
Currach-boat during July 2010.
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Julianne OLoughlin – Magouhy - Carron
She developed and organised the Clan bus tour during October 2005.
Julianne invited our clan musicians who will perform during the Friday
reception.

Elizabeth Fitzpatrick – Galway City
Liz has directed the Burren Field School at Cathair Mhic Neachtain for both
graduate and undergraduate students since 2005.
She is a proponent of the value of cross-disciplinary research to improve our
understanding of the cultural aspects of medieval landscapes.
Liz has carried out archaeological research within the Burren and is
particularly interested in the Manuscript known as Egerton 88, located in the
British Library, which provides historical links to both the Daverons and the
ÓLochlainns. Liz is an archaeologist with NUI Galway.

Lillis ÓLaoire – Co. Donegal
Lillis is an award winning Gaelic singer, scholar, and writer from the Gaelic
speaking region of his native county.
His publications include On a Rock in the Middle of the Ocean: Songs and
Singers in Tory Island (2005) and his next publication with Sean Williams
will focus on Joe Heaney, Irish Song Man – Bright Star of the West (2011).

Note – Thanks for ACR Team - Group List
Note of Appreciation – Buíochas Libh
Following the second international reunion the ÓLochlainn group adopted
Annual Custodial Rotation (ACR).
This system invited one particular country to become custodians and
promoters of our clan and their interests, for a twelve-month period.
This contact system facilitated periodic contacts through the past five years.
A note of thanks to those clan members who participated in this proposal, and
to those Australians, in particular Pam Vaughan who began this contact system
during 2006.
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Australian Notes Catherine Henningsen – Adelaide – South Australia
Catherine has been central to OLoughlin reunions both in Australia and
Ireland over many decades.
She attended both the first and second international reunions and delivered
her own presentation at the 2005 reunion on her ancestor, Cornelius
OLoughlin who left Ireland during November 1841 on board The Thetis.
Catherine has won many prizes for her particular type of lace work, known
as Hardanger embroidery.
She is particularly proud of having won the ‘Grace OLoughlin Memorial
Prize’ at the annual Pinnaroo show in South Australia on four occasions,
beginning in 1998.
Pinnaroo is located in the farming area of South Australia and the ‘Grace
OLoughlin Memorial Prize’ goes to the winner of the needlework section,
which encompasses crochet, embroidery, knitting, patchwork and quilting.
She published her own research work for the 2007 reunion at Adelaide – The
OLoughlins.
Catherine has kindly agreed to display some of her lace-work at the reunion
exhibition.

Stan OLoughlin, Adelaide, South Australia
Stan and his daughter Carla, visited Ireland and their ancestral county of Clare
during May 2010.
Stan met with Donogh OLoghlin (Lahinch), Antoinette OBryen (Corofin), Pat
Barry (Kilkee) and Pam Vaughan (Galway).
Stan visited his ancestral towns of Ennistymon and Kilkee, where Cornelius
OLoughlin and Ann Barry resided before they emigrated to Australia during
the middle decades of the 19th century.
He was given a conducted tour of the Burren by his cousin Pam Vaughan. He
was particularly taken by his visit to Corcomroe Abbey and his many
photographs will support the updating of his South Australian OLoughlin
website.
Stan compiled his publication – Anchor Under the Southern Cross for the
1997 Adelaide reunion. This publication records the list of descendants from
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the marriage of Cornelius OLoughlin and Ann Barry. Cornelius hailed from
Ennistymon, while his wife Ann came from Kilkee on the west coast of Clare.

Jim OConnor (1930–2009) - Australia
Jim OConnor promoted ÓLochlainn research through many decades. He
visited county Clare for a number of weeks during 1998 and he later
distributed this research work in various publications such as - A Footprint;
The OLoughlins; Cemetery research – OLoughlins in county Clare;
Australia’s Mother – Ireland.

Eileen Jones (1915-2005) - Australia
Eileen provided the missing link to John OLoughlin’s family. John emigrated
from county Clare during 1841 with his brother Cornelius.
Later Cornelius moved to South Australia, while John remained in Victoria.
Eileen helped to fill many genealogy gaps through her enthusiastic and
infectious personality, and in particular how she reconnected Cornelius and
John OLoughlin’s descendants.

Canadian Notes –
Eamonn OLoghlin – Toronto - Canada
Eamonn and his wife Madeleine have broadened their former Toronto
magazine to include all of Canada,
with their quarterly publication –
Irish Connections Canada, formerly Toronto Irish News (TIN) .
Eamonn is a native of Ennistymon, where his father Donie OLoghlin was well
known for his drapery store through many decades.

Lochnans – Ottawa Valley, Canada
The Ottawa Valley Lochnans have celebrated a number of reunions and are
represented at this reunion by Katharine Lochnan.
They Lochnans of the Ottawa Valley trace their links to Simon Loughnane
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who arrived from Ireland during 1834
and married Margaret Hickey later that
year.

George
Stuart
Atkins,
Hepworth, Ontario, Canada
George’s ancestor, Anthony Joseph
OLoughlin (1817-1884) emigrated
from Limerick to Canada during 1847.
As this reunion celebrates boats and
maritime themes, the ornate chaircarving of Anthony Joseph using a
scallop-shell motif; it is appropriate to
acknowledge samples of his craftwork
which have been handed-on through
the Stuart Atkins family to the present
time.
George Stuart passed-on during November 2009.
George’s innovative legacy survives, particularly his use of radio broadcasting
to support agricultural farmers within the African continent. He received the
Lewis Perinbam award for establishing and developing
Farm Radio International which supports African farmers.

English Note
Paul Loughnane, The Wirral, Liverpool – UK
Paul has visited the Burren on a number of occasions.
His cycling tours were merged to provide an article for
the clan newsletter during March 2010 entitled
- Cycling around ÓLochlainn Stones -
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USA Notes
Ben & Geoff Bares have updated the diaries of the OLoghlin brothers
who sailed to the USA during September 1849 and they have also continued
their interest in hurling, having compiled a hurling article
for the clan newsletter during March 2009.
Nancy Filgate, Boston, has participated in developing annual custodial
rotation, while also compiling a history on the OLoughlins from New
England.

Jim OLoughlin, Manchester, CT continues to research his family from
Gragans, Ballyvaughan who later moved to Ennistymon following the death
of Jim’s great-grandfather, Martin c 1880.
Jim made a powerful presentation at the 2005 reunion when he outlined both
the traumas and triumphs of emigration as families forged new lives during
prosperous as well as difficult times.
Dorothy Henderson continues her research work on OLoughlins from the
island of St. Kitts.

Guiding Lights – (1810 – 2010)
Guiding Lights – Irish Lighthouse Service
Following an English Act of Parliament during 1810,
The Commissioners of Irish Lights was established.
The Commissioners headquarters are now located at Dún Laoghaire, close to
Dublin and they are responsible for the operation of all lighthouses on the
island and coasts of Ireland.
During those two centuries lighthouses moved from candle power to the
electric lamp, and today they use solar power in the era of electronic
navigation.
It is appropriate that the Year of the Seafarer (2010) coincides with the
celebration of two centuries of service by the custodians of Irish Lights.
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Some Irish Notes and Acknowledgements
Aodh Buí MacCruitín (1680 – 1755)
Aindrias MacCruitín (1670 – 1738)
The MacCruitíns were hereditary poets to Clare families and they represent a
link to traditional learning during medieval times.

M F OConchúir (1928-1998)
We acknowledge and appreciate each person who endeavoured to bring us
here to this celebration and in particular those who would wish to be in our
company this weekend, especially Bráthar M F OConchúir who translated the
poem which John OLoughlin later transformed to music.
He also compiled a history of the OConnors from North Clare as well as
composing many books of gaelic poetry.

Monica OLoghlen (OLoghlin), Lisdoonvarna
While Brother M F OConnor was pivotal to the development of the history of
our clan, Monica was central to the distribution of information for the first
and second international reunions.
Her contact with Raymond OLoughlin – South Australia ensured the
participation of the Adelaide OLoughlins.
Monica passed-on in the Summer of 2009 during her 89th year.

Joe OLoughlin – Belleek – County Fermanagh
Joe’s list of publications continues to grow.
He has been central to the development of Annual Custodial Rotation and has
encouraged and supported other clan members to participate in maintaining
their both their family and social records.
Black Francis McHugh (Novel) - 2009
(Irish Highway Man of the 18th Century)
Camlin Castle & the Tredennick Family - 2007
Old Belleek Town – 2006
Voices of the Donegal Corridor – 2005
The Phantom Airman (Novel) – 2003
West Fermanagh Kingdoms of Mulleek/Toura-1998
The Church Upon the Hill - 1992
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The welcome extended by Ina and Joe to many ÓLochlainn visitors over the
years is legendary.
While sampling some of Ina’s home-cooking, they
also view the work of her Green Fingers in her kitchen garden.

Shay OLoughlin – Furbo, County Galway
Shay directed the production of reunion booklets for both 1995 and 2005
reunions. He also features during 2010.

Mort OLoughlin - Glenfort
Mort and his wife Teresa were central to the hosting of the 2005 reunion and
we are also in their debt for handling registrations this time also.
Mort has taken many photographs of ÓLochlainns.
Trying to find a photograph of Mort seems more elusive than locating the
Scarlet Pimpernel.

Cathleen Connole - Glenfort
Cathleen was central to registration during 2005 and she has also given her
time to accommodation and registration activities for 2010.
The enthusiasm and work of the Glenfort OLoughlins has promoted the work
of our reunions.

The Fahy family – Conor, Carl, Ruairí and Brian have linked up with
John OLoughlin to present English and Irish renditions of Mac Cruitín’s boat
poem during reunion. Conor’s musical linking with John from Cobb Island is
greatly appreciated.
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Glossary – Some Explanations and Translations
Agus - and
Armada – fleet of warships
Baile – town / townland
Bádóir – gaelic term for fisherman or sailor
Bráthar - Brother
Cathair Mhic Neachtain – The home of Naughton’s son
Ceann Bóirne – Black Head (Galway Bay)
Claddagh – Traditional fishing village, Galway City
Climín – Method used to collect seaweed
Connemara – Hound of the Sea
Cruinniú na mBád – Reunion of the Boats
Currach – two or three person rowing-boat, also known as canoe.
Wooden oars used for movement.
Galway Hooker – Traditional wooden fishing and cargo-boat of Galway Bay
Gaelic League – Organisation promoting Irish culture
Garsúns – Young Boys
Gráinne Mhaol – Grace OMalley
Immram / Imram – A feature of early Celtic Christianity
Kinvara – Head of the Sea
Nave – Central section of large churches
Navigatio – An account of St. Brendan’s voyage
Navus – Latin term for Boat or Ship
Oileán – Island
Poitín / Poteen – An illegal alcoholic drink
Praties - Potatoes
Queen of Connemara – Traditional Galway Hooker Boat
Talamh an Éisc – Newfoundland
Terra Marique Potens – Powerful on Land and Sea
Turf – product of the Irish landscape, used as fuel for fires during the winter
months. Turf developed from the cumulative compacting of forest residues
over a number of millennia…
Turf Boats – Timber boats - Galway Hookers, which ferried turf across
Galway Bay.
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Surname Notes
Mac Cruitín (Curtin), Aodh Buí (c1680-1755)
Mac Cruitín, Aindrias (c1670-1738)
Bráthar M F ÓConchúir – Brother M F OConnor
ÓConchúir – Gaelic surname of OConnor
ÓLochlainn – Gaelic surname of Loughnane, OLoghlen,
OLoghlin, OLoughlin and some with Loftus as surname

First and Second Edition of Reunion Books
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Genealogy Book Titles:
Encyclopedia of Genealogy
Who do you think you are?
Nick Barratt – Harper Collins / 2008
(ISBN– 978 000 726 19 94)

Irish Ancestors – John Grenham (2004)
(ISBN – 978 0717 136 285)

Tracing your Irish Family History
Anthony Adolph – Collins (2007)
(ISBN – 978 000 725 53 20)

A Short History of the ÓLochlainn Clan (1995)
M F ÓConchúir – Eamonn ÓLochlainn

Muintir Uí Lochlainn – ÓLochlainn Reunion (2005)
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Some Irish Genealogical and Cultural Websites
www.askaboutireland.ie (Griffiths Valuation – 1855)
www.clansofireland.ie
www.eneclann.ie
www.irelandgenweb.com
www.ireland.com/ancestor
www.irishgenealogy.ie
www.irishfamilyresearch.co.uk
www.irishorigins.com
www.nationalarchives.ie (Census 1901 -1911)
www.nli.ie - (Link to the Heraldic Office )
www.proni.gov.uk
www.rootsireland.ie
www.rootsweb.com

County Clare Websites
www.clareroots.com
www.clarelibrary.ie
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Some Cultural Websites
www.cnci.ie (Cultural Venues)
www.irishrootsmedia.ie (Irish Roots Magazine)

Some Maritime Organisations
www.cobh.ie
www.nmm.ac.uk (National Maritime Museum – Greenwich)
www.rnli.co.uk

(Lifeboats)

Accommodation Information
www.ballyvaughanireland.com
www.shannontourism.com
www.discoverireland.ie
www.failteireland.com
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CIRCULAR LETTER TO THE BISHOPS OF IRELAND
Quebec, the 9th June 1847
"MY LORD AND VENERABLE BROTHER--The voice of religion and
humanity imposes on me the sacred and imperative duty of exposing to your
Lordship the dismal fate that awaits thousands of the unfortunate children of
Ireland who come to seek in Canada an asylum from the countless evils afflicting
them in their native land.
Already a considerable number of vessels overloaded with emigrants from Ireland
have arrived in the waters of the St. Lawrence. During the passage many of them
weakened beforehand by misery and starvation, have contracted fatal diseases, and
for the greater part have thus become victims of an untimely death.
This was but the natural result of their precarious situation. Crowded in the holds of
the vessels, unable to strictly adhere to the rules of cleanliness, breathing constantly
a putrid atmosphere, and relying frequently for nourishment upon insufficient and
very bad provisions, it was morally impossible to escape safe and sound from so
many causes of destruction.
Anchoring at Grosse-Isle, about 30 miles below Quebec, where they are compelled
to perform a quarantine, the transatlantic vessels were most commonly infected
with sick and dying emigrants. Last week at that station more than two thousand
patients, of whom scarcely more than half could find shelter on the island. The
others were left in the holds of their respective vessels, in some cases abandoned by
their own friends, spreading contagion among the other healthy passengers who
were confined in the vessels, and exhibiting the heartrending spectacle of a morality
three times greater than what prevailed ashore.
Our provincial government has undoubtedly manifested the greatest zeal and most
parental anxiety in assisting the unhappy emigrants, but yet could not in due time
employ the requisite precautions to meet their manifold wants. The consequence is,
that vast numbers sighed, and do still sigh, in vain after the charitable care so
necessary to the preservation of human life.
Already more than a thousand human beings have been consigned to their eternal
rest in the Catholic cemetery, precursors of thousands of others who will rejoin
them if the stream of emigration from Ireland continues to flow with the same
abundance.
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One Catholic clergyman alone, in ordinary circumstances, ministered to the
spiritual wants of the quarantine station; but this year the services of even seven at a
time have been indispensably required to afford to the dying emigrants the last rites
and consolations of their cherished religion. Two of these gentlemen are actually
lying on the bed of sickness, from the extreme fatigues they have undergone and
the fever they have contracted in visiting the infected vessels and the hospitals on
the island to accomplish the duties of their sacred ministry, and gladden the last
moments of the Irish emigrant.
The details we receive of the scenes of horror and desolation of which the chaplains
are daily and ocular witnesses, almost stagger belief and baffle description; most
despairingly and immeasurably do they affect us, as the available means are totally
inadequate to apply an effectual remedy to such awful calamities.
Many of the more fortunate emigrants who escape from Grosse-Isle in good health,
pay tribute to the prevailing diseases at Quebec or Montreal, and overcrowd the
hospitals of these two cities, where temporary buildings are erected for the
reception of a greater number, without still affording sufficient accommodation.
Amid the present confusion, we have had neither leisure nor opportunity to
ascertain the number of orphans and families that are thrown for support on public
charity.
I deem it necessary to mention that those who have escaped from the fatal influence
of disease, are far from realizing on their arrival here, the ardent hopes they so
fondly cherished of meeting with unspeakable comfort and prosperity on the banks
of the St. Lawrence. To attain so desirable an end, they should possess means which
the greater number have not, and which cannot be rendered available and
efficacious, unless emigration be conducted on a more diminished scale.
I submit these facts to your consideration, that your lordship may use every
endeavour to dissuade your diocesans from emigrating in such numbers to Canada,
where they will but too often meet with either a premature death, or a fate as
deplorable as the heartrending condition under which they groan in their unhappy
country. Your lordship will thus open their eyes to their true interests, and prevent
the honest, religious, and confiding Irish peasantry from being the victims of
speculation and falling into irretrievable errors and irreparable calamities.
I have the honour to remain, my lord and venerable brother, with sentiments of
profound respect, your most humble and obedient servant."
+JOS. SIGNAY,
Archbishop of Quebec
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